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BE CONFIDENT IN
YOUR COSMETICS
L(A)B is the creation of Oxford
University Scientists and Sisters
Lauren, Charlotte and Sophie
with the aim to improve the
effectiveness of your everyday
skincare and healthcare regimes
through cutting edge scientific
devices that fit easily into your life.
L(A)B is committed to delivering
products of the highest innovation
and quality from concept to
packaging. We are a unique
brand, the first British, Family run
Electronic Skincare + Healthcare
company. L(A)B are the Beauty
Tool Experts.

For fuller lips
5 technologies in one device specifically designed to
target thinning lips, loss of fullness and the lines and
wrinkles around the lips.
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Radio Frequency
Micro-current
Galvanic Current
Thermal Therapy
Massage

How to Use
1. Remove any lip gloss or lip stick
2. Apply the lip volumising balm to the lips, and the edges of mouth over any
lines and wrinkles.

3. Turn on the lip plumper by pressing and holding the button
4. Place the treatment head to the lips and treat all the lips and also the lines

around the lips on to the skin using the following 2 motions for 2 minutes twice a
day:

- Move the lip plumper over the lips like you are applying a lipstick. Start in
the centre of the lips and move to the edges in steady motions. Ensure you
cover the whole lip area, and also the skin around the lips where the fines and
wrinkles are
- Use small circular motions across the lips and the skin around the lips. Strat
in the centre and work outwards.

How to Charge
1. Insert the charging cable in to the charging point on the device,
and connect the other end to a USB charging point.

2. The indicator light flashes blue when charging is required and
is a constant blue light when fully charged.

3. A full charge takes 2 hours
and will last up to 12 hours.

Cautions
1. The device does include a heating function and will feel warm.
2. If you feel any discomfort stop use immediately.
3. The device is not waterproof, do not submerge in water.
4. Store in a dry well ventilated place and avoid direct sun light.
5. Do not use if you have an electrical implant fitted such as a pace
maker.

6. Do not use if you are pregnant.
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